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LOGO USE GUIDELINES
The Reva and David Logan Center
for the Arts identity is based on
the idea of “Creative Connections”—
connecting the community with
contemporary art, connecting art
with the individual, and connecting
the conventional with the unfamiliar.
This spirit of connection is reflected in
the visual identity, which allows for
the work of exhibited artists, performers,
and students to take center stage
while consistently projecting the Logan
Center’s unique personality.

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE ACCOMPANYING .ZIP FILE
PLEASE READ: The logo files accompanying this guide are available in .eps, .jpg, and .png formats and in
the color and layout options below. The full greyscale logo (mark + shape) is the preferred layout and color
option. .Eps is the preferred file format. Always “place” or “insert” the logo file into your document. Never
copy and paste from this PDF. When placing or inserting the logo, always maintain the proportions of the
logo by resizing from the corner of the object frame or by holding shift while resizing. This will prevent
“stretching” or “squeezing” the logo(s). Placement examples are illustrated on the following pages.
Below is a screen capture of the .zip file’s contents. Please note that individual files contain instructions for
intended use (“print” and “screen”. “Screen” is also suitable for web viewing).

Note: the reversed logo only
contains the white mark; there
is no black background.
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LOGO BASICS
To capture the forward movement of the institution, we focused on developing a single logo and new brand
platform. The new logo is derived from the architecture of the building. Its intersecting shapes represent the
connections among faculty, students, visiting artists and scholars, arts organizations, and community
partners. Intersecting tones overlap to create complementary colors.

ELEMENTS OF THE IDENTITY

This view, looking up, shows the bottom plane of the “L”’s base

This view, looking down, shows the side plane of the “L”’s stem or “tower”
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SYMBOL
The University color palette is a key point of
recognition. We made a conscious decision
to remain neutral in the selection of the tone
within this palette (using a dark gray) so that
the activity takes precedent over the identity.

IDENTITY GUIDELINES

WO R D M A R K
Gotham is the University’s main display font. It was
a natural choice, given its straightforward tone
that is neutral, friendly, and confident—qualities
that aligned well with the Logan Center.

LOGO BASICS

The primary logo lockup should only
appear in the gray color palette. You may
also place the logo on a dark background
to create higher contrast (see page 7 for
details).

Where necessary, the wordmark may be
used without the presence of the symbol.
This would typically occur in a layout with
limited space or limited color options.
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Only the wordmark may be reversed. Do
not reverse the shape.

The symbol alone should appear only in
social media applications or promotional
items, always in combination with the
full name in copy or in the form of the
wordmark somewhere else on the piece.

LOGO CLEAR SPACE

When the symbol and wordmark are
used together the recommended safety
area must equal the height of a “Logan
triangle” (below).
120% h

100% h

For the full logo, another way to maintain
the required clear space is to imagine
a bounding box around the logo that is
138% the width and 120% the height of the
full logo. For the mark only, different specs
apply (see below).

100% w
138% w

100% h

100% w
138% w

Minimum space allowed when placed with
other logos (horizontal)

Minimum space allowed when placed with
other logos (vertical)
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189% h

When using the wordmark, the
recommended safety area is still based
on the height of the “Logan triangle”. An
easy way to maintain the required clear
space around the mark is to imagine a
bounding box that is 138% the width and
189% of the mark’s height.

LOGO SIZES & PLACEMENT

When using the logotype on print materials,
the logo must not be smaller than 1.25”.

1.25”

For small scale applications the logo
should not appear smaller than .875”
in width.
When necessary you may use the
wordmark on its own.
.875”

.875”
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When using the logotype along with other UChicago logos, you must maintain a minimum safe area of .25”.

.25”

.25”

When placing the Logan logotype along other University of Chicago logos, align the full wordmark with
the height of the UChicago shield as shown here.

.25”

When using the horizontal version of the UChicago Arts logo, align the “LOGAN” word with the x height of
the UChicago Arts wordmark.

LOGO GRAYSCALE
The Logan logotype is best represented when placed on a white background, at its highest contrast. Here are a few
samples of when it is preferred to use the full logo or the reverse wordmark option.

WHITE

30% BLACK

10% BLACK

40% BLACK

20% BLACK

50% BLACK

100% BLACK

60% BLACK
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80% BLACK

90% BLACK

100% BLACK
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70% BLACK

LOGO USE
Avoid using the logotype on high or low contrast color combinations. You may explore the use of the full logo on color
backgrounds and photography but the logo’s integrity must be retained. Here are some examples of how you may
resolve potential issues.

Avoid high and low contrast color combinations

Use the wordmark option when possible

When using a photograph as a background, find the best possible placement of the logotype for clarity and visibility
(avoid usages as in example 1, below). When possible make use of “Logan” shapes to place the logo (ex. 3). You may
also use the reverse wordmark option (ex. 2).
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1

LOW CONTRAST, THE LOGO GETS
LOST IN THE IMAGE.

LOGO INCORRECT USE
Avoid these pitfalls when using the Logan Center logo on materials. If you have any questions about the correct use of
the logo please contact the Logan Center Marketing team.

Do not distort logo.

Do not place logo in any direction other than horizontal.
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Do not add color to logo.

Do not create a new lockup.

Do not reverse full logo. (see page 7 for alternate option.)

Do not change the grayscale values of the logo

OTHER SAMPLES
We are aware that the most important pieces of your marketing campaign are your design and aesthetics. The Logan
logotype is not intended to interfere with your design; the present guidelines allow for both your design and the integrity of the Logan logotype to remain intact.

Avoid using a new color/grayscale value for the Logan
logotype. Refer to page 7 for alternatives when using a low
or high contrasting color.
When possible anchor the logo to one of the 4 corners of
the layout with the necessary minimum safe area around it.
When possible and if applicable, use a “Logan” shape as a
background.
If the Logan logo is acting as a supporter alongside other
logos, try and group these together following the guide for
safe space on pages 5-6.
We would also suggest defining a footer or header space for
all supporter/sponsor logos.
If the Logan logo is not part of the main group of logos, it
may serve both parties best to use copy instead of the full
logotype. Please contact the Logan Marketing team for
specific language.
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